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Abstract—Successful application of ultra high-speed electrical
drive systems in industrial products is currently limited by
lacking high-speed bearing technologies permitting high reliability and long lifetime. Promising bearing technologies for high
rotational speeds are contact-less bearing concepts such as active
magnetic bearings or gas bearings. While magnetic bearings
usually are major electromechanical systems with substantial
complexity, gas bearings allow compact realizations with high
load capacity and stiffness; however poor dynamic stability has
been limiting their use at high rotational speeds. For a new hybrid
bearing concept employing an aerodynamic gas bearing for load
support, a small-sized self-sensing active magnetic damper is
proposed allowing to effectively counteract the self-excited whirl
instability of the gas bearing and therewith enabling high speed
operation with a minimum of additional complexity and costs.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The use of todays ultra high-speed electrical drive systems
in industrial applications has been limited mainly by the
absence of reliable bearings for rotor support. Precision ball
bearings designed for dental drills with a maximum rotational
speed of 400 krpm showed a total lifetime of around 200 to
300 hours in cyclic tests where the speed was varied between
200 krpm and 500 krpm. However, for potential industrial
high-speed applications such as turbo-compressors used in
heat pumps, fuel cells or cryogenics a lifetime of several years
at speeds beyond 500 krpm would be required. Promising
candidates for high-speed bearings with longer lifetimes are
contact-less concepts such as the active magnetic bearing
or the gas bearing, where the rotor is carried by the ﬂuid
ﬁlm generated between the bearing bush and the journal. For
aerodynamic bearings the ﬂuid ﬁlm is generated by the journal
rotation itself, therewith eliminating the need of an external
pressurized air supply and allowing for a very compact design.
Usually, gas bearings can be designed much smaller than
magnetic bearings for the same load capacity and stiffness,
for which reason more compact drive systems can be realized.
Another advantage is the reduced system complexity due to
the absence of position sensors, power ampliﬁers and control
as used in classical magnetic bearing designs.
One of the major challenges with high speed gas bearings
however is the self-excited whirl instability which limits
978-1-61284-972-0/11/$26.00 ©2011 IEEE

the maximum operating speed. The phenomenon of whirl
instability has been known from the beginning of ﬂuid ﬁlm
lubrication and has been thoroughly studied e.g. in [1]. The
main causes for the instability are a destabilizing azimuthal
force component vertical to the journal displacement, instead
of a purely radial force into the bearing center, combined with
relatively low damping from the ﬂuid ﬁlm itself. Increasing
the rotor weight additionally worsens stability. Although the
amount of damping within the ﬂuid ﬁlm itself theoretically
could be increased even for very high speed operation e.g.
when scaling the bearing geometry and allowing for a smaller
bearing clearance, this method is hardly practicable because
of the requirement for very high precision fabrication which
ﬁnally would limit an industrial implementation.
Bearing types with improved stability are the pivoted-pad
or tilting-pad bearing [2]. Also herringbone grooved bearings,
which have the advantage of a much simpler ﬁxed geometry,
have shown good stability [3]. Both bearing types reduce the
destabilizing force and therefore allow for higher speeds before
becoming unstable. Also foil bearings show improved stability
mainly due to introduced damping within the foil layers. With
foil bearings, speeds up to 700 krpm have been reported,
however driven by a relatively light air turbine [4]. Rotational
speeds as high as 1.2 Mrpm have been achieved using a
ﬂexible o-ring supported bearing bush with an oil damper [5].
However with the elastic support, also the overall stiffness of
the bearing-damper assembly is reduced signiﬁcantly. In [6]
an active magnetic bearing is employed in order to control
the oil whirl and oil whip instability of a journal bearing and
therewith increase the range of operation.
It can be summarized that generally there have been two
strategies to improve the bearings stability. Improvements
have been achieved either by a reduction of the destabilizing
azimuthal force component usually accomplished by a special
bearing geometry, or by the introduction of additional damping
from outside the ﬂuid ﬁlm or a combination of both.
For many applications the bearings are supposed to support
a rotor of an electrical machine capable of providing the
required shaft power for the application. The rotor of such
a system will probably be heavier than the air-turbines used
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Fig. 1. CAD Drawing of the high-speed drive system with permanent magnet
rotor, gas bearings and windings for the motor and dampers

for high-speed bearing tests in some of the above mentioned
approaches and therefore a bearing with even better stability
will be required.
In this work, a small-sized self-sensing electromagnetic
damper acting directly on the rotor is proposed which enables
stable operation at high speed without compromising the gas
bearing load capacity or stiffness. First, the drive system
including motor, gas bearing and magnetic damper is described
in section II. The rotor position self-sensing method employing a high frequency sinusoidal signal injection approach is
described in section III. Finally, in section IV experimental
results for the radial rotor position sensing are presented.
II. S YSTEM D ESCRIPTION
The electrical motor is a slot-less type permanent magnet
synchronous machine constructed similar to the machine in
[7], which has been well-proven for high rotational speeds.
An overview on the planned system is given in Fig. 1. The
rotor consist of a diametrically magnetized permanent magnet
encased in a retaining sleeve to protect the brittle permanent
magnet from breaking due to the high centrifugal forces at high
speeds. For both the motor winding and the damper winding,
slot-less type air-gap windings with litz wire are used in order
to minimize the eddy current losses caused by the permanent
magnet ﬁeld at high frequencies. For the same reason, the
stator back iron consists of amorphous iron.
A spiral-grooved axial gas bearing is used for axial rotor
support while herringbone-grooved journal bearings (HGJB)
provide the radial support. For axial bearings, instable behavior
is much less a concern than for the journal bearings. Therefor
no magnetic dampers are required for axial stabilization.
State-of-the-art HGJBs using a simple groove geometry with
constant groove angle become unstable for speeds beyond the
so-called self-excited instability on-set speed (non-set ) and
the required amount of damping for stabilization would then
increase with speed. Calculations have shown that when using
curved grooves, i.e. non constant groove angles, the stability
of the bearing can be improved and less external damping will
be required at high speed. Moreover by optimizing the groove
geometry the dynamic response of the bearing can be shaped
such that stable operation is obtained again beyond the ﬁrst
instability on-set speed. For such a bearing instability might
occur already at lower speeds without external damping, however for the stable region at high speed no external damping
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Fig. 2.
Stable regions and required stabilization by means of external
damping for a) conventional HGJB with constant groove angle, b) HGJB
with curved grooves optimized for maximum uninterrupted stability region,
c) HGJB with curved grooves optimized for maximum stability in nominal
speed region

will be required. Fig. 2 qualitatively illustrates the bearing
stability behavior and damping strategies for the optimized
bearings with improved stability region and the split stability
region in comparison to the conventional bearing with constant
groove angle. For applications such as turbo-compressors,
which are mainly operated in a relatively narrow range around
nominal speed nnom , the bearing could be designed to have
a stable region at nominal speed and therefore no external
damping would be required during normal operation. Only
for passing through the unstable region during start-up and
run-down external damping will be required for a short time,
which allows for a very small magnetic damper design without
affecting the overall efﬁciency at nominal speed.
Generally both a homopolar and a heteropolar damper
topology would be suited for vibration control of a shaft
rotating at high speeds. The concepts homopolar and heteropolar describe magnetic bearing conﬁgurations, where the
term heteropolar refers to a conﬁguration where the rotor is
exposed to a magnetic ﬁeld with alternating polarity as it
rotates and the term heteropolar denotes a conﬁguration with
unchanging polarity [8]. For a heteropolar realization of the
magnetic damper, an additional air-gap winding with the same
diametrically magnetized permanent magnet on the rotor as is
already needed for drive torque generation is used, similar to
the magnetic bearing described in [9]. The force generation
principle with such an air-gap winging is visualized in Fig. 3.
The inner winding is used to produce a fundamental current
distribution with a pole pair number of two, hence with the
magnetic ﬁeld of diametrically magnetized permanent magnet,
Lorentz forces act on the winding, respectively a resultant
reaction force is obtained on the rotor. The outer winding with
only one pole pair produces a force couple, therefore a torque
results on the rotor. For such a heteropolar realization using the
same permanent magnet for both force and torque generation,
the gas bearings are located outside the motors active region
as depicted in Fig. 1.
As an option, arranging the damper at the same place as
the gas bearings increases the distance of the dampers to the
rotor center of gravity and therewith brings the advantage
of an improved effectiveness in damping in the case of a
conical mode whirl, however both the sensitivity for position
1687
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Fig. 3. Force and torque generation principle for the motor and the damper
winding.

sensing and the amount of producible force is decreased
because of the increased magnetic air-gap introduced with the
necessary bearing bushing between the rotor and the windings.
Naturally to avoid excessive losses due to eddy currents and
not to impede position self-sensing, the material of the bearing
bushing would need to be non-conductive, such as e.g. glass
ceramics.
For a homopolar realization additional permanent magnets
are needed to generate a uniform radial ﬁeld in the damper
winding, achieved with e.g. axially magnetized permanent
magnets. Therefor, with the different magnetization direction
of the permanent magnets required for the dampers and the
motor, the dampers cannot be integrated into the active region
of the motor. Arranging the dampers at the locations of the gas
bearings and placing additional permanent magnets into the
bearing journal is advisable in spite of the above mentioned
decrease in sensitivity and producible force, because additional
rotor length and weight can be avoided and because of
the improved damper effectiveness in a conical mode whirl.
However, because of the better integration of damper and
motor only the heteropolar concept is considered further.
The damper forces in the two radial directions x and y can
be described as
fx
fy

=
=

KI · i d
KI · i q ,

(1)
(2)

where KI is the force-current constant of the damper and id
and iq are the transformed currents in the rotating coordinate
system of the rotor. The rotating dq coordinate system is
deﬁned by the rotor angle θr , which is given by the direction
of the permanent magnet ﬂux (Fig. 5). Based on the radial
velocity in the according directions
d
(3)
εx
dt
d
(4)
v y = εy ,
dt
expressed in terms of the journal displacements εx and εy , the
vx =

3

10
Frequency (Hz)
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Fig. 4. Bode diagram of the dynamic stiffness (f /ε) and its phase angle for
the gas bearing (solid line) and the damping force provided by the magnetic
damper (dashed line), which is needed to stabilize the rotor in the unstable
region around 300 krpm.

damping control reference currents are given by

i∗d

=

i∗q

=

d
· vx
KI
d
−
· vy ,
KI
−

(5)
(6)

where d is the damping constant. For vibrations with high
frequencies the above time derivative would yield very high
damper currents. Therefore, a ﬁrst order low pass ﬁlter is
applied, limiting damping at approximately 1 kHz. For a
bearing with curved grooves, optimized with a split stability
region (Fig. 2c) supporting a rotor with a total mass of 12 g
at a maximum speed of 500 krpm without external damping,
the resulting damping forces required to stabilize the rotor in
the unstable region around 300 krpm is plotted in the Bode
diagram in Fig. 4. For comparison, the dynamic stiffness of
the gas bearing with a diameter of 6 mm, a length of 8 mm and
a clearance of 15 μm is also shown. The dynamic stiffness of
the gas bearing has been calculated using a ﬁnite difference
method to solve the partial differential equation for the average
pressure which is based on the narrow groove theory originally
proposed in [10]. Compared to the force provided by the gasbearing, the required damping force is relatively small. Also
note, that the rotor displacements ε are not necessarily the
same at the place of the bearing or of the damper, hence in
the case of a conical whirl mode the absolute forces provided
by the damper are even smaller due to the shorter distance to
the rotor center. As a result of the only small required forces,
the magnetic dampers can be designed signiﬁcantly smaller
compared to a drive system with magnetic bearings providing
the full rotor support.
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In order to produce damping forces in response to radial
rotor motion, an accurate radial rotor velocity measurement
is needed. A measurement of the rotor displacement however
would also be sufﬁcient as the velocity is simply obtained with
the time derivative of the displacement. Rotor displacements
to be measured are in the order of 0.1 . . . 10 μm and velocities
are in the order of 1 . . . 100 mm/s, which are both very
small quantities. Measuring directly the velocities requires
observation of the back electromotive force (EMF) which
is proportional to the radial velocity and therewith a very
small quantity compared to the self-induced voltage resulting from the injected damper current. Hence very accurate
models would be needed to successfully apply observer based
control. Therefore, although the hardware effort on the control electronics and sensing side would be very small, back
electromotive force based self-sensing, as used in [11] for
vibration control of a non-rotating structure, is considered too
susceptible to modeling errors especially when high bandwidth
needs to be achieved. Accordingly, this method is not analyzed
further.
Another method commonly used with self-sensing magnetic
bearings is the measurement of the winding inductance, which
is a function of magnetic air-gap and hence the displacement.
The bearings linear power ampliﬁer or switched ampliﬁer is
therewith used to modulate the bearing current or superimpose
a test signal in order to observe the inductance change [12],
[13]. In the present machine however, no ferromagnetic materials are used on the rotor, for which reason no change of the
self inductance occurs and the method cannot be applied.
Commonly used sensors proven useful in magnetic bearing
systems are eddy current sensors [14],[15]. Furthermore, they
are not restricted to only ferromagnetic materials. For the
presented magnetic damper a concept is proposed, where the
damper coils, which are implemented as air-gap windings, are
simultaneously used as eddy current displacements sensors.
To obtain high sensitivity of the eddy current displacement
measurement, injection of a sinusoidal test signal with a
frequency of up to 10 MHz is required. Signal injection
at such a high frequency cannot be easy accomplished by
the linear or switched power ampliﬁer used for the damper
current, such that a separate signal injection and measurement
circuit is required. Finally, the velocity measurement needed
for generating a damping force is obtained from the time
derivative of the measured displacement. As only the time
derivative is used, a probable misalignment of the coils in
respect to the bearing bushes or the rotor center, which results
in a static offset error in the displacement measurement, has
no impact on the damper performance.
For the heteropolar magnetic damper, a winding with two
pole pairs such as proposed in [16] for a high-speed active
magnetic bearing could be used. Together with the same
diametrically magnetized permanent magnet as already needed
for torque generation damping force are then obtained. With
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Fig. 5. (a) Winding scheme of the heteropolar two-phase magnetic damper
winding with separated coils for high frequency signal injection position
sensing. The dots designates the winding sense of the coils. (b) Prototype
winding.

such a skewed winding, vibrations can be controlled if the
journal displacement or velocity is known by means of additional sensors. However, because of lacking possibilities for
additional tappings for signal injection and measurement, the
skewed winding is not suited for journal position self-sensing
when using a high frequency signal injection approach.
Therefore, a straight winding with paired coils in each
phase on opposite sides would be more convenient for signal
injection self-sensing. The number of phases needs to be
chosen m ≥ 2. In order to obtain position information in both
radial directions x and y, phase symmetric test signals need
to be injected into the windings. Phase symmetric sinusoidal
signal injection can be achieved by realizing a multi-phase
oscillator using the winding coils and additional capacitors as
resonant tanks in order to obtain large amplitude measurement
signals as an effect of resonance. Otherwise signal injection
can also be accomplished by generating the phase shifted
sinusoidal or possibly also rectangular signals by means of
a digital signal processor and appropriate drivers.
As the sensing circuit complexity for both signal injection
and measurement is increased with the number of phases,
the special case of the winding with a minimal number of
m = 2 phases is chosen for a ﬁrst analysis. A possible
conﬁguration of such a winding for the heteropolar damper
is depicted in Fig. 5. Phase A is implemented as an ordinary
series connection of the winding turns to be summarized as
a single coil LA . Phase B is split into four coils Lx+ , Lx− ,
Ly+ and Ly− , each with tappings, which ﬁnally have to be
connected in series to conduct the damper current from the
power ampliﬁer. Naturally the order of the series connection
is of no importance for the force generation, hence the coil
order within the series connection can be chosen to be suited
for position sensing.
The impedances of the coils Lx+ , Lx− , Ly+ and Ly− can
be described as
(7)
Zx+ = Z − ΔZx
Zx− = Z + ΔZx
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(8)

ihf

Lx 

uhf

cos Zt

Lx 
cos T r

ux

³

ux

Lm

Zy+ = Z − ΔZy

(9)

Zy− = Z + ΔZy ,

(10)

where Z is the coil impedance for a perfectly centered rotor
and ΔZx and ΔZy represent the impedance change due to the
displacements in x and y directions, εx and εy .
It is to be noted that in a ﬁrst order approximation the
impedance Zx+ and Zx− only depends on the displacement
εx and Zy+ and Zy− depend only on the displacement εy .
Therefore the coils can be used independently in pairs, Lx+
and Lx− for the sensing of εx and Ly+ and Ly− for the
sensing of εy .
To measure the impedance change a measurement bridge
as depicted in Fig. 6 is applied. Unlike with a conventional
Wheatstone bridge, no differential voltage measurement is
needed. Instead, the common mode voltage is canceled with
the use of differentially coupled inductors. Assuming ideal
inductors Lm without a parasitic series resistance, the voltage
across the inductor measured to ground
ux = ihf
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Fig. 7. Self-sensing high frequency signal injection circuit for displacement
measurement in x and y directions (εx and εy ) with power ampliﬁers and
control.

is followed by a low-pass ﬁlter, which eliminates the high
frequency spectral components and yields a signal which is
proportional to the displacements εx and εy . The displacement
signals are then further processed to obtain the radial velocities
needed for the control of the damper currents.
In order to transform the damper reference currents from
the rotating dq-coordinate system of the rotor into winding
reference currents, also the angular rotor position θr needs to
be measured. The winding reference currents are then given
by
i∗A
i∗B

(11)

is directly proportional to the impedance change ΔZx . However with a parasitic series resistance, an offset would be
present for which reason the voltage ux is better measured
on the terminals of a third coupled winding.
Fig. 7 shows a possible combination of the required series
connection of the winding coils with the measurement bridge.
The high frequency currents Ihf cos ωt and Ihf sin ωt are
injected capacitively through Cin , which is necessary for two
reasons. First, the damper current from the power ampliﬁer is
not supposed to be inﬂuenced at low frequencies and second,
the signal injecting buffers need to be decoupled from the
mid-point of the windings which otherwise would expose the
buffers to the high back-EMF voltage at high rotational speeds.
A further additional capacitor Cm is added which represent
a short circuit for the high frequency signal. The output of
the power ampliﬁer for phase B also needs to exhibit low
impedance at high frequencies whereby together with Cm the
measurement bridge is obtained. The capacitor Cm has to be
dimensioned not to affect the current from the power ampliﬁer
at low frequencies.
To obtain the displacements, the signals ux and uy are fed
through a bandpass ﬁlter. Then a frequency mixer is used as
commonly done for demodulation (e.g. in [17]). The mixer

³

Cin

ux

Fig. 6. Bridge connected windings Lx+ and Lx− for the measurement
of the displacement dependent impedance change using additional coupled
inductors.

Zm
·
· ΔZx
Z + 2Zm

I hf  sin Zt

I hf  cos Zt

Lx 

1:1:1

sin Zt

Oscillator

=
=

i∗d cos θr − i∗q sin θr
i∗d sin θr + i∗q cos θr .

(12)
(13)

Therefore the back-EMF at the winding mid-point is tapped
and integrated yielding cos θr and sin θr which are proportional to the permanent magnet ﬂux in x and y directions and
can be directly used for the above transformation.
IV. S ENSITIVITY M EASUREMENT
The winding speciﬁcations for the test setup are given in
Tab. I. For the rotor a 6 mm stainless steel rod (1.4301) is
used. A high frequency current with amplitude Ihf = 20 mA
is injected into the winding and the voltage Ux is measured
at the output of the measurement bridge (Fig. 6). For the
coupled inductor Lm a double-aperture core (Epcos K1) with
an inductance of 3 × 10 μH is used. Fig. 8 shows the measured
output voltage Ux normalized with the injected current Ihf as a
function of the rotor displacement εx for various frequencies.
If the voltage Uhf is also measured, the relative impedance
change of the winding can be determined as
ΔZx
Ux (Ihf Zm + Uhf )
.
=
Z
Ux2 + Ihf Zm Uhf

(14)

The obtained impedance change as a function of the rotor
displacement εx is plotted in Fig. 9. At a frequency of 10 MHz
the relative impedance change is approximately 0.1% per
micrometer. The sensitivity of winding with the proposed
1690

TABLE I
DAMPER WINDING SPECIFICATIONS

Ux / Ihf (V/A)

4

6.5 mm
8.5 mm
12.0 mm
20
25 μH
4 × 5.6 μH
4.6 Ω
4 × 1.2 Ω
0.46 N/A

ΔZx / Z (%)

Inner diameter
Outer diameter
Length
Number of turns (per coil side)
Inductance phase A (10 kHz)
Inductance phase B (10 kHz)
Resistance phase A
Resistance phase B
Force-current constant KI

6

−2

−6
−30

1 MHz
5 MHz
10 MHz
15 MHz
−20

−10
0
10
Displacement εx (μm)

20

30

Fig. 9. Impedance change ΔZx of a damper winding coil related to its total
impedance Z as a function of the rotor displacement εx .
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Fig. 8. Measurement bridge output voltage Ux normalized with the injected
current Ihf as a function of the rotor displacement εx .

measurement bridge is over 100 times higher than the eddy
current sensor for AMBs analyzed in [18] and therefore it is
considered high enough to resolve the journal movement with
high precision in order to obtain accurate vibration control.
V. C ONCLUSION
In order to enable the use of ultra high-speed electrical drive
systems with high reliability and long lifetime in industrial
applications, a new hybrid bearing concept employing a gas
bearing in combination with a small-sized active magnetic
damper has been proposed. Without compromising the high
load capacity or stiffness of the gas bearing, the magnetic
damper is used to effectively facilitate dynamic stability at
high rotational speeds. A conceptual design with initial numerical estimates and has been presented to show the feasibility
of the hybrid approach. Furthermore, experimental results
of the position measurement have been presented. With the
proposed twofold use of the existing permanent magnet and
the application of a high frequency signal injection position
self-sensing method, the amount of additional components is
minimized yielding a drive system with a only few additional
components resulting in low extra system complexity and
costs.
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